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Preface 

by Romeo Farinella

Elena Dorato’s work deals with a crucial topic for urbanism: the 
relationship between city and health or, as once would have been 
said, between city and hygiene. It is not a new debate, but there are 
no new additions to discussions in the disciplines that deal with the 
project of the city and of its organization. Cities, in time, have always 
had to deal with structural issues resulting from their condition of 
needing to adapt to a given context with its specific geomorphologi-
cal characteristics and the number of people with shared places and 
behavior who move within the same space. 

Until the first half of the Eighteenth century, when urbanism did 
not yet exist with its acts and plans, regulations set the tone, limits 
and norms of city use. Urban phenomena generated by the indus-
trial revolution are classified in two categories. The first of which 
concerns the growth and spatial transformation of cities, including 
the creation of suburbs, the industrial transformation of vast ex-
tra-urban land, residential expansion and heavy urban infrastructur-
al development. Cities grow and many become metropolises. In the 
first decades of this period, they undergo significant infrastructural 
changes. Subways are built underground, many omnibus lines are re-
placed by trams, public transport becomes one of the symbols of this 
modernization of Western cities and central areas are mostly turned 
into spaces for specialized commercial activities.

Green areas thus started to be integrated within the city as a 
means to improve the well-being of the population and to be thought 
of not only as an ornamental commodity, but also for its health value 
due to a new mindset regarding free-time. Between the end of the 
Eighteenth century and the first decades of the following century, 
important and at times radical projects and proposals spread in the 
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Sedentary pandemic and other public health-related issues:
Does the city have a role to play? - YES!

Health can no longer be considered as a merely 
medical concern: it’s a political, social, and 
healthcare challenge, as well as an urban one!

•	 for the effects that the established urban development 
models have and will have on the well-being of urban 
populations, especially the most fragile;

•	 for the effects that longevity and other socio-
demographic dynamics are having on urban livability 
and the accessibility and use of public spaces;

•	 for the economical, social, health burden associated to 
socio-demographic and spatial inequalities;

•	 for the contrasts generated by new competing demands 
on urban agendas (e.g. climate change / public health).



Salute Pubblica

approccio medico:

Attività Fisica

A iniziare dal XVIII secolo, l’esistenza umana,
il comportamento umano e il corpo umano

sono stati progressivamente attratti in un sistema
di medicalizazione sempre più denso e trasversale,

che lascia fuori sempre meno aspetti della quotidianità.
Foucault, 1974
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A iniziare dal XVIII secolo, l’esistenza umana, il comportamento umano e il corpo 
umano sono stati progressivamente attratti in un sistema di medicalizzazione sempre più 
denso e trasversale, che lascia fuori sempre meno aspetti della quotidianità.
Foucault, 1974

approccio medico
(curativo):

Starting in the eighteenth century human existence, human behavior, and the human body were brought 
into an increasingly dense and important network of medicalization that allowed fewer and fewer things 
to escape.
Foucault, 1974: 134
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Viviamo in uno stato costante d’ansia (...) La crescente preoccupazione e ossessione 
con la salute e il benessere, specie tra la popolazione urbana occidentale, sta generando 
un processo inevitabile di medicalizzazione; un processo in cui problemi ordinari e 
quotidiani sono definiti in termini medici e compresi attraverso una prospettiva medica.
Borasi & Zardini, 2012

We live in a state of pervasive anxiety […]. This increasing concern and obsession with health and 
wellbeing, mainly amongst urban population in the West, is triggering an inevitable process of 
medicalization; a process in which ordinary problems are defined in medical terms and understood 
through a medical framework.
Borasi & Zardini, 2012: 15



comporta-menti

Barcellona, 2017

behaviors



Coronavirus, people fear to meet 
others. Sidewalks are no longer used, 
it’s an emergency for pedestrians!
-- 6 pedestrians killed in 3 days.



Chengdu, China 2016 Bologna 2018

(sometimes) the Body resist



Barcellona 2015 Bologna 2017 Bologna 2020

(sometimes) the Body resist



Copenhagen 2018

Barcellona 2016

Barcellona 2017

(sometimes) the Body resist and leaves traces



norms



With safety and security as selling points 
[under the regime of ¥€$], the city has 
become vastly less adventurous and more 
predictable.
A new trinity is at work: traditional 
European valuesof liberty, equality,
and fraternity have been replaced in
the 21st century by comfort [liveability], 
security, and sustainability.
Rem Koolhaas, 2014

“With safety and security as selling points [under the regime of ¥€$], 
the city has become vastly less adventurous and more predictable. 
[…] Maybe it is no coincidence that ‘liveable’—flat—cities like 
Vancouver, Melbourne and even Perth are replacing traditional 
metropolises in our imaginary.” 
“A new trinity is at work: traditional European valuesof liberty, 
equality, and fraternity have been replaced in the 21st century by 
comfort [liveability], security, and sustainability.”
Rem Koolhaas, 2014

medieval society 
spiritual security + 
physical security

modern state 
physical security

welfare state 
social security  

security state 
physical security

‘new threats’

Category I
Terror (‘domestic’/’foreign’)
Cyber attacks (cyber crime, cyber terror attacks)
Gang conflicts in urban space

Category II
Climate change

Category III
‘Conventional’ crime revitalized as perceived threats
e.g. burglary (related to udkantsdanmark discourse)

1 2 3 4

Lars Bo Kaspersen, Denmark in the World, 2013

From welfare state to security state?’

‘five evils’’ (Beveridge)
want
ignorance
disease
squalor
idleness
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Lars Bo Kaspersen, 2013

Casalabate (LE) 2014

Moncalieri (TO) 2018

Barcellona 2016

Urban design is complicit 

Forbidden to play ball
in the square.
- Then we’ll do drugs



(ogni tanto) il Corpo si ribella

Ferrara 2018

Torino 2017

(sometimes) the Body resists

Dorato E., Borgogni A. (2020). “Active cities/active children: a planning and pedagogical 
perspective”, in Convergencias - Revista de Investigação e Ensino das Artes, vol. XIII (26)

url: http://convergencias.esart.ipcb.pt/?p=article&id=382 



Barton & Grant, 2006: p. 253

Public Healthurban planning
& design Physical Activity

recreational 
transportation

Determinants
Environmental

Social
Personal

modifications to
overall health

conditions

modifications to the 
urban built

environment we live in
(public/collective spaces)

Urban planning and design, by operating modifications on the built environment 
(especially considering public and collective spaces)

greatly affect the practice of physical activity within the urban context,
and therefore impact on public health outcomes.

Dorato, 2016

urban approach:

Urban planning and design, by operating modifications on the built environment (especially considering 
public and collective spaces) greatly affect the practice of physical activity within the urban context, and 
therefore impact on public health outcomes.

urban approach
(preventive):

Urban planning and design, by operating modifications on the built environment 
(especially considering public and collective spaces) greatly affect the practice of 
physical activity within the urban context, and therefore impact on public health 
outcomes.



Caratteristiche urbane più frequentemente associate ai livelli di attività fisica tra la popolazione (Dorato, 2020) 

Questi modelli concettualizzano i 
cosiddetti determinanti sociali di 
salute, ovvero le principali condizioni 

che influenzano lo stato di salute di 
individui e comunità; i fattori quotidiani 
associati con rapporto causale alla salute 

e alla sua promozione.

Reviewed literature linking the most investigated built environment attributes
to adult population’s physical activity levels (2002-2016).

Dorato 2020: 140

Socio-ecological models 
conceptualize the so-
called social determinants 
of health, i.e. the main 
conditions that influence the 
health status of individuals 
and communities; the 
everyday factors causally 
associated with health and 
its promotion.

Rao et al. 2007: p.1112
The Built Environment and Health

Built environment attributes

APPENDIX 1: Built environment and health  

 

(Taken from Rao M et al (2007) The Built Environment and Health. The Lancet 370 (9593) 1111-
1113) 

 

 



Urban CT-Scan, the City as Body(ies) in Movement 2013

Compact city

Sprawled city

The city is made and made over into the simulacrum of the body, and the body, in 
its turn, is transformed, “citified,” urbanized as a distinctively metropolitan body.

Grosz, 1992: 242





Sir Edwin Chadwick (riformista sociale) 
“The Chadwick Report”

Report on the Sanitary Condition of the 
Labouring Population of Great Britain 1842

Urbanism was born as one with Public Health

(health) emergency





Cities have become (or may have always been) alienating environments,
environments which do not allow the body a “natural,” “healthy,”
or “conducive” context.
Grosz, 1992, p. 245

Bologna during the first 
lockdown, 2020

The Ideal City
by Anonimo Fiorentino, 1480 ca.



Cities have become (or may have always been) alienating environments,
environments which do not allow the body a “natural,” “healthy,”
or “conducive” context.
Grosz, 1992, p. 245

Effetti del Buon Governo in Città by 
Ambrogio Lorenzetti, 1340 ca.

The Ideal City
by Anonimo Fiorentino, 1480 ca.



Sketches of the Plan Voisin
Le Corbusier, 1922Slum in Kansas City torn down in 1919 to help fight the 

spread of influenza during the pandemic, 1918



La Ville Radieuse, Le Corbusier 1935 



Oswald Mathias Ungers, City Metaphors 1976



There is, however, a technical artifact built into our culture which has 
completely altered our way of life upon which we are now so completely 

dependent on to satisfy so many needs that it is difficult to conceive of our 
ever giving it up. I am referring, of course, to the automobile.

The automobile is the greatest consumer of public and personal space yet
created by man. […] The car gobbles up spaces in which people might meet.

Parks, sidewalks, everything goes to the automobile.
Edward T. Hall, 1966

Waste of Space.
Munster, 1991





Bologna, Piazza Rossini. March 2021

Bologna, Piazza Rossini. October 2020
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